
The15 best car gun safes

If you own a gun, you may encounter problems like:

● Where to store weapons;
● How to keep your weapon out of the reach of children;
● How easy it is to get a gun out of a hiding place, and so on.

Many people have various hiding places for their firearms, like under the mattress, a closet,
or even a wall-mounted safe. But sometimes, when you are travelling by car, you need to
take your gun with you. Storing a pistol in a car drawer would be carelessness, especially if
you go somewhere with your family.

You need to be sure that the weapon you have for safety itself is safely protected, and when
you need it, you can use it quickly, conveniently and purposefully.

Although it is easier to hide the gun at home, it is relatively tricky and associated with more
dangers in the car. To make sure that no one will accidentally or purposely use your weapon,
you must store it in the gun safe. And we are talking about car gun safes which can easily be
transported by vehicle.

A vehicle gun safe is the best choice if you want to keep your firearm freely and, most
importantly, reliably while moving by car. You do not need to worry about the weapon



suddenly being damaged, stuck somewhere, or spoiled by dust. It is also possible to store
various necessary valuables in the compact car safe, which most safes allow.

Many car pistol safes are on the market, from compact versions to huge safes loaded with
technological innovations. It is difficult to choose any, and that's why we've created in our list
of the top 15 best car gun safes to help you find the best one.

What are the requirements for Car Gun Safe?

Durability: For a weapon to be reliably protected, it is necessary to be durable with a
high-quality structure that will withstand any extreme situation, be it fire or flood.

Capacity: The size of the safe matters a lot. When choosing a case, it is desirable to be as
compact as possible. But at the same time, we must take into account that the safe must
necessarily have enough room for ammunition.

Locking mechanism: The locking mechanism is one of the most important things you
should consider when buying a car gun safe. The harder it is to break the protective
mechanism, the harder it will be for the robber to seize your belongings. It would help if you
also keep in mind that the locking mechanism should not be too complicated, and its
opening should not involve any extra effort.

Accessibility: A well-made safe should be easy with your hands too. It should also not
require additional actions that could suspend access to your weapon. In a stressful situation,
you must be sure that you can be 100% sure of your safe.

TIP: Be sure to practice opening the gun safe. The more you practice, the more skilled you
will be, and your actions in harsh situations will be fast and mechanical.

VAULTEK VT20i gun safe



Vaultek case comes with a compact design that can hold one handgun, magazine(s), cash,
passport, or other essential documents. It's easy to attach to a nightstand, desk, or car,
which fits under the car seat.

The surface is from 16 gauge steel construction, which prevents corrosion. Durable powder
coat finish ensures long-lasting protection. The case is equipped with advanced antitheft
protection such as anti-pry bars, bolstered interior hinges and anti-impact latches. Safe will
be locked under the impact.

This safe is packed with high technology tools. One of them is biometric scanners capable of
storing 20 unique fingerprints, which is quite impressive. Responsive led lighting easily views
safe contents at night. A built-in proximity sensor illuminates the keypad when your hand
touches the keypad for quick button navigation.

The case has a lithium battery that powers up to 4-6 months and charges in 2.5 hours. The
micro-USB charging kit comes with a safe. With the Vaultek Bluetooth Smartphone App, you
can view and manage safes data.

Exterior dimensions: 11.5" X 9.0" X 2.75" inches
Interior Dimensions: 11.0" x 5.75" x 2.0" inches

Pros

● Two colours: black and grey
camouflage

Cons

● Some customers reported that the
biometric scanner doesn’t work
every time



● Quick access to your valuables
items by automatically opening the
door

● Battery power lasts up to 4- 6
months

● Takes little space

● Anti-impact latches

● Bluetooth technology is not
recommended to use because it can
be

CHECK LATEST PRICE

Case Club 4 Pistol safe (Upgraded Gen-2)

This Heavy Duty Waterproof Case can hold up to 4 pistols and 29 magazines with magazine
modules. It comes with a specially designed silica gel which helps guns from rusting. The
case is 100% shippable and approved for TSA-checked luggage. Two padlock points and
hinge pins ensure your gear's safety.

The base foam is heavy-duty, closed-cell polyethene, which doesn't absorb moisture or oil.
The case has magazine spacers that can be removed according to your magazine size.
Wide snap latches and hinge pins are made of durable stainless steel.

https://www.amazon.com/Vaultek-Biometric-Bluetooth-Auto-Open-Rechargeable/dp/B01LY908Y4


Foam has built-in height and length adjustment blocks to fit even your smallest subcompact
pistols. The max length of firearms is 8 5/8 inches. The case is not intended for revolvers
due to their longer barrel.

The removable modules can convert four pistol & accessory versions to a four pistol with
increased magazine capacity. Just add or leave the magazine any time you need. The foam
design allows three different configurations for the price of one.

The pistols will stay in a quick-draw position so the guns can be picked up safely. Injected
moulded case shell with structural ribs increases durability and provides deflection points.
Lockbox is ATA approved and has a lifetime warranty. Case club safe is 100% waterproof
and dustproof.

Exterior dimensions: 15.53'' x 19.75'' 7.43'' inches

Pros

● The case has a lifetime warranty

● The housing is easily convertible by
removing or adding modules

● Pistols sit in a quick draw position

● 100% dustproof and waterproof

● Very sturdy and durable case

Cons

● Takes too much space than ordinary
gun safes

● The padlock may be unstable

CHECK LATEST PRICE

RPNB Gun Safe

https://www.amazon.com/Case-Club-Waterproof-Accessory-Prevent/dp/B00K7ENO6G


RPNB gun safe has 4 points of entry:

● unique RFID key fob
● Card with immediate access mode
● Rapid-fire backlit keypad
● Manual keys

You will get instant access to your valuables, documents and firearms from the automatic
opening door. Get in quick when it matters most using the RFID key.

The case is crafted using sturdy steel construction and will provide long-lasting strength and
use for years to come. It also prevents corrosion and smooth appearance makes it easy to
incorporate into any interior space.

RPNB gun safe is made to have quick access to multiple handguns. The case includes a
pry-resistant door, double-layer steel housing and steel body for prevention against break-in.

The cases come with one year warranty.

Exterior dimensions: 11.02"×9.84"×8.07" inches
Interior dimensions: 10.24"×9.45"×6.50" inches

Pros

● The case has 4 Points of Entry

● Shock-proof carrying handle design
ensures protection while falling

Cons

● Some customers reported that they
encounter problems with the
passcode



● Spring-loaded doors for opening
quickly and quietly

CHECK LATEST PRICE

SnapSafe Keyed Lock Box, Large 75200

You can easily store this durable and portable gun case for car. It can be placed under the
car seat and includes one keyed lockbox and two keys. It is one of the best options for gun
owners.

SnapSafe lockbox features heavy-duty 16 gauge housing for maximum protection. It comes
with a 1500Lbs rated cable for securing stationary objects at home or in your car. The foam
interior protects your valuables.

It is an ideal option when you are travelling. The case is easy to carry and provides handgun
storage and security for other valuables. It is approved as a firearms safety device by the
California Department of Justice and meets TSA guidelines.

SnapSafe comes in 3 sizes, but we recommend the biggest one. It can fit most 4-inch barrel
pistols and some 4-inch revolvers. Space-saving design ensures maximum storage capacity.

Exterior dimensions: 10.25'' x 7'' x 2'' inches
Interior dimensions: 9.5'' x 6.5'' x 1.75'' inches.

https://www.amazon.com/RPNB-Quick-Access-Firearm-Safety-Personal/dp/B07S8S9KCW


Pros

● It comes in three different sizes:
Large, Extra Large, Extra Extra
Large

● Great price

● Includes two keys and a security
cable

● Lightweight - 3.5 lbs

● Takes a little space

● Meets TSA guidelines.

Cons

● You may have problems with the
lock

CHECK LATEST PRICE

VAULTEK LifePod Secure Waterproof car gun safe

https://www.amazon.com/SnapSafe-Portable-Handgun-Approved-Measures/dp/B085V83C6J


This stylish portable case has a secure built-in lock system that allows you to lock LifePod
when needed quickly. It is easily portable to travel in your car, the office on a boat, or in
luggage. It meets TSA guidelines.

LIfepod has a mix of lightweight characteristics and superior strength. A unique LED keypad
provides entry of the code to unlocking and quick press to locking. The anti-picking feature
prevents the lock from being picked open.

The case has environmental protection to be airtight, dustproof and floats in water when
loaded with 2lb o weight. LifePod comes with accessories such as a Nylon tether lanyard,
manual keys, crate foam, and steel security cable.

This gun safe is powered by a 9V alkaline battery with a battery life of up to one year. The
front rubber keyhole cover disguises the micro-USB port.

Exterior dimensions: 10.25" x 7" x 2.25" inches
Interior dimensions: 7.75" x 6" x 1.75" inches

Pros

● Compact, lightweight, and discreet

● Anti-impact latch

● Water-resistant and floats with
contents weighing more than 2 lbs

● Unique anti-picking security feature
disables key access

● Meets TSA guidelines.

Cons

● Limited capacity

CHECK LATEST PRICE

MASTER LOCK Fireproof Security Safe LCHW20101

https://www.amazon.com/Vaultek-Waterproof-Electronic-Organizer-Portable/dp/B07XTM67J8


This Master Lock's security case is fire resistant and waterproof and keeps your valuables
safe. The safe is equipped with a convenient carrying handle.

Safe's advanced protection against fire is both UL and ETL classified and can handle up to
843 C for 30 minutes. Safe has a tubular key lock to prevent the lid from opening in the
event of a fire. Waterproof safe ETL means that this case is protected against flood.

Master lock's safe has an after-fire replacement guarantee. In case of an unfortunate fire, an
American security specialist will replace your damaged product.

The exterior dimensions: 6.6'' x 15.39'' x 14.29'' inches
Interior dimensions: 4.4'' x 12.79'' x 8.5'' inches

Pros

● Fire and flood resistant

● After-fire Replacement guarantee

● Sturdy safe for its price

Cons

● The handle is made of plastic and
can be unstable

CHECK LATEST PRICE

Hornady Lockbox

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Master-Lock-LCHW20101-LCHW20101-Electronics/dp/B0158OFGPQ


Hornady alpha elite lockbox portable gun safe for protecting your handguns or other
valuables. It comes with a 1500Lbs steel cable for attaching safely to any stationary object.

The construction is from 16-gauge steel housing, which is pry-resistant. Lockbox has a
tamper proof structure that delivers enhanced security, not like the standard lockboxes. Safe
is best for users of 1911 size pistols and 3-inch revolvers.

The gun lockbox provides pistol storage and security for other valuables. Hornady lockbox
easily fits in a suitcase or under the car seat. Safe Meets TSA airline firearm guidelines so
that you can take it almost everywhere. Certified child-resistant with hinges attack resistance
guarantees that your child won't be able to open it.

Exterior dimensions: 10.25'' x 8'' x 2.75'' inches
INterior dimensions: 9.75" x 7.5" x 2.25" inches

Pros

● It can fit some of the revolvers

● 16-gauge steel housing

● Pry-resistant

● Meets TSA airline firearm guidelines

● Lightweight and small

● comes with a 1500Lbs steel cable

Cons

● Unstable locking mechanism



CHECK LATEST PRICE

Awesafe Gun Safe

Awesafe gun lockbox can store two standard handguns or one larger pistol and extra
ammunition. The safe comes with a digital keypad and biometric lock for advanced
protection.

Handgun safe is made of solid steel and a pry-resistant door for strength and handgun
security. The reliable high-strength locking mechanism and precise fittings are virtually
impossible to pry open with hand tools.

Awesafe features a gas strut and LED lighting to instantly and quietly open the safe. The
interior lights are for increased visibility.

Because of its compactness, it's a great pistol safe for car. The case is solid and lightweight
for use and fits under the car seats and between mattresses easily.

Interior dimensions: 2.2'' x 9.7'' x 6.7'' inches
Exterior dimensions: 3.2 x 12.1 x 9.9'' inches

Pros Cons

https://www.amazon.com/Hornady-Lockbox-Guns-Valuables/dp/B07WDR7VSR


● You can store several handguns and
extra magazines

● Features a digital keypad and
biometric lock for advanced
protection

● High-quality steel material

● Lightweight Case

● The locking mechanism needs to be
maintained. Take in mind if you are
travelling a long distance

CHECK LATEST PRICE

ON NAIS Smart Handgun Safe

ON NAIS gun safe is the premium quality case that helps you access the handgun safely
when you need it most. With its portable design, it easily fits under the car’s seat.
It has three ways of access:

● The biometric option
● keypad locks
● backup override key

This safe is equipped with biometric fingerprint technology, which is accurate and unlocks
the safe immediately. . An advanced fingerprint scanner allows access to your contents
quickly. The fingerprint lock can store up to 30 user fingerprints for access by multiple users.

https://www.amazon.com/AWESAFE-Fingerprint-Identification-Biometric-Capacity/dp/B07TM45FRS


The construction of ON NAIS gun safe is made of solid steel and anti-corrosion for increased
durability and ultimate protection. 4 AA batteries are required to power up the case. There is
enough space to hold two standard size pistols or many small items. The interior is padded
with soft foam to prevent scratches.

Exterior Dimensions : 11.49" x 9.17" x 3.07" inches
Interior Dimensions 10.63" x 6.69" x 2.91" inches

Pros

● The case has three ways of access:
The biometric option, keypad locks
and backup override key

● Solid steel and anti-corrosion
construction

● The fingerprint lock can store up to
30 user fingerprints

● enough space to hold two standard
size pistols

Cons

● Requires 4 AA batteries

● Some customers reported that
biometric scanner doesn’t recognise
their fingerprint

CHECK LATEST PRICE

ASELINE Smart Pistol Safe

https://www.amazon.com/ONNAIS-Gun-Safe-Quick-Access-Fingerprint/dp/B08J4G1HQZ


Aseline pistol safe has 3 points of entry:

● biometric fingerprint lock
● digit password
● key lock.

The safe is equipped with an advanced fingerprint lock with an excellent match speed of less
than 1 second. Locks advanced biometric sensor can store 20 individual fingerprints. It also
can be opened with manual keys, which are included.

It is expertly made from 16-gauge carbon steel for long-lasting durability. The pry-proof steel
body and anti-impact latches ensure protection against break-in.

Smart Pistol Safe is certified by the California Department of Justice and comes with a
1-year warranty.

Exernal dimensions:11.8"×7.8"×2.2" inches
Internal dimensions:9.2"×7.6"×2" inches

Pros

● 3-Points of  Quick Entry

Cons

● The plastic locking mechanism can be
easily eroded with acetone



● the biometric sensor can store 20
individual fingerprints

● Expertly made from16-gauge carbon
steel

● It is certified by the California
Department of Justice for firearm
safety.

● Comes with a 1-year warranty

CHECK LATEST PRICE

Bulldog Car Safe

If you are looking for under car seat gun safe, then this Bulldog case is for you.

This car safe's interior is elegant and scratch-resistant. It is durable from the outside and soft
from the inside, making the case more protective for a gun. The case locking system is
easily accessible and comes with a 3-foot security cable.

The construction of the lockbox is from steel and provides durability and antitheft protection.
The foam inside of the housing protects the weapon from unnecessary scratches. The Black
Matte Powder Paint Finish makes the case look more attractive.

https://www.amazon.com/ASELINE-Handgun-Biometric-Fingerprint-Security/dp/B08GHBT12Q


Exterior 8.2" x 5.9" x 2.2" inches
Interior 7" x 5.25" x 2" inches

Pros

● Small enough to fit in a briefcase or
glovebox

● Lightweight - 3 lbs

● Comes with pre-drilled holes for
mounting and cable

Cons

● The case has only one pint of entry

CHECK LATEST PRICE

First Alert Portable Handgun Safe,5200DF

The First Alert 5200DF Portable Safe is an ideal solution for safeguarding your firearm and
ammunition.

The gun safe features heavy 18-gauge steel powder-coated construction to resist rust and
wear. The case also features a spring-loaded hinge for quick access to valuables. It weighs
only 4 pounds and offers the right combination of safety and portability.

An electronic keypad with a "no-see" passcode feature prevents it from being revealed to
others. The foam-lined interior protects contents during storage.

https://www.amazon.com/Bulldog-Cases-Mounting-Bracket-Cable/dp/B07BSKKMGL


The First Alert 5200DF comes with a steel cable and two emergency override keys. It is a
small and easy to use case, making it a good choice for car owners.

Exterior dimensions: 3.5'' x 10.9'' x 11.5'' inches
Interior dimensions: 3.0'' x 9.3'' x 10.9'' inches

Pros

● Comes with a key lock or keypad
lock

● The keypad features 3 to 8 digit
“no-see” code

● It comes with pre-drilled holes for
mounting

● Made of heavy 18-gauge steel
powder-coated construction

● Lightweight - weighs only 4 pounds

Cons

● Needs 2 AA batteries for power

● Not as quickly accessible as others

CHECK LATEST PRICE

RPNB Gun Safe

https://www.amazon.com/Rawlings-5150-Alloy-Big-Barrel/dp/B07CZD2RSX


RPNB gun safe has 3 points of entry:

● 3-digit keypad
● RFID activated key fob
● conventional key lock

This RPNB gun safe is quality made of 16-gauge carbon steel. The construction with a
durable powder coat finish prevents corrosion and ensures long-lasting protection. The case
includes a cable for more security.

The antitheft protection & tamperproof exterior is a guarantee that no one will able to get
your valuables. Requires 4 NEW AAA Alkaline Batteries and comes with two manual keys.
Safe meets TSA requirements for handgun safety in checked luggage.

Exterior dimensions:11" x 7" x 1.8" inches
Interior dimensions: 8.885'' x 6.88'' x 1.81'' inches

Pros

● safe has 3 points of entry: 3-digit
keypad, RFID activated key fob and
conventional key lock

● The antitheft protection &
tamperproof

Cons

● The case Requires 4 AA batteries.

● Some customers reported that they
had problems with electronic lock



● 16-gauge carbon steel construction

● meets TSA requirements

CHECK LATEST PRICE

Amazon Basics Deluxe Dual Firearm Safe

Amazon basics make quality products, so it's no surprise that they also make sturdy gun
safes.

This deluxe quick-access case can hold up to 2 firearms and other valuables. Pry-resistant
door and durable dual-layer steel housing guarantee a high protection of your valuables. It's
a very accessible gun safe and can be opened using one hand.

One of the best features of this lockbox is a biometric sensor with a match speed of less
than 1 second. It can store up to 50 individual fingerprints and has a touch lifetime of up to 1
million times.

Amazon basics gun safe has a 1-year warranty and is approved by The California
Department of Justice for firearm safety.

Exterior dimensions: 14.8'' x 11'' x 3.7'' inches
interior measures 11.6'' x 7.6'' x 3.1'' inches

https://www.amazon.com/RPNB-Pistol-Handgun-Security-Access/dp/B07FVMN3QV


Pros

● Includes free Amazon tech support

● Can Hold up  two pistols

● Made of solid steel

● Can store up to 50 individual
fingerprints

● approved by The California
Department of Justice

Cons

● Some customers reported that the
safe could be easily open

CHECK LATEST PRICE

SentrySafe QAP1BE Gun Safe

A handgun safe is constructed with solid steel and a pry-resistant door for maximum
durability and pistol security. The lock box comes with a manual keypad and an override key
for backup entry. Pistol safe features a gas strut to instantly and quietly open the case door.

The case requires 4 AA batteries. SentrySafe recommends using alkaline AA batteries with
an expiration date of 8-10 years for optimal performance.

SentrySafe is the ideal option when it comes to gun safes for a car.

https://www.amazon.com/AmazonBasics-Quick-Access-Firearm-Biometric-Fingerprint/dp/B07GDYVN47


Exterior: 12.1'' x 9.9''. x 3.2'' inches
Interior 9.7'' x 6.7'' x 2.2'' inches

Pros

● Steel construction for increased
durability

● Includes bolt-down kit

● Has biometric access, numerical
keypad entry, or backup key access

● Can program up to 4 different
fingerprints

● Instantly and quietly opening door

Cons

● Small compartment

● Some customers reported that they
had problems with a fingerprint
scanner

● Requires 4 AA batteries.

CHECK LATEST PRICE

Why securing your gun safe is important.
While compactness plays a significant role in car gun safes, the primary goal is still
something else. Imagine a situation: a thief finds your safe with valuable sin your car. What
will he do? he will not try to open it on the spot but will take it to try to open it later. That's
why it is more important not how little space it will take up in the car, but how to make it
harder for the thief to take it. According to this, every safe needs to have a place for
attachment with a cable. The thief may have the necessary tools for this and can cut the line
quickly, but it doesn't happen quite often in many cases.

Not attaching your gun can end in a disastrous outcome for its owner. For a thief, the vehicle
is more easily accessible than a house, and as a gun owner, you should have an obligation
to restrict access to your gun not only to your children but to all those who can use the stolen
gun for harmful purposes. The durability and compactness of the safe are good, but you
must not forget its primary importance. Because it is safe for the car, it is much easier for the
thief to steal it. That is why all measures should be taken to prevent this from happening.

https://www.amazon.com/SentrySafe-QAP1BE-Biometric-Handgun-Capacity/dp/B00EXQW672


Why is easy accessibility important for our
gun safe?
When travelling by car, a lot of unexpected things can happen. You are not insured against
anything on the road, and the situation can get worse in a matter of seconds, especially for
people moving long distances alone. The people who travel alone are easy prey for the
criminals. That is why you should be sure that you will be able to defend yourself in case of
need. When it comes to gun safety, accessibility is the second relevant point for you. In
unexpected situations, you need to move quickly and without effort. That's why you need to
make sure you get the gun from your case in seconds and a quick-draw position.

The case equipped with biometric scanners is the ideal option when it comes to accessibility.
You only need to put the finger on the scanner, and the door will open. The safes with a key
or a card lock system are not very practical because you may not find one or the other at a
critical moment. Also, keylock systems often are not very durable. However, a safe equipped
with a scanner can sometimes not recognize your fingerprint. Therefore, it is necessary to
choose a safe that will not have problems in this view.

Why is a warranty important for a car gun safe?

Unexpected events happen quite a lot, especially if it comes to natural cataclysms. In that
case, you need to be sure its structure and warranty protect your gun safe.

To maximise your gun safes security, it's recommended to buy a safe that comes with a one
or 2-year warranty. Some lockboxes even have a lifetime warranty. Some companies offer
owners to replace their safes with new ones in a sudden fire or flood. Such services are
mainly provided by the manufacturers of fireproof and waterproof safes. Different companies
offer different services to their customers, but most promise to repair safes for free within
one year. Warranty is another additional benefit that you get when you buy a safe. It is a sign
that the company wants to get credit while you are getting a quality product.

Our conclusion

Our list of top 15 car gun safes consists of safes with different sizes and characteristics.
Their prices are also different. Nevertheless, there are several factors by which you can
choose what is the best car gun safe.



The best car gun safe is easily accessible and convenient. You can count on him in difficult
situations. Also, a good car pistol safe should be protected as much as possible from both
thieves not to steal it and from children not accidentally to open it. It should have an
excellent biometric scanner and not take much time to detect fingerprints. The great safe
comes with a cable for attachment and has a solid structure. The case must have a place for
extra ammunition or other small items.

The acceptable price and warranty would be a cherry on top.
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